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OuterWear Fit/Features guide: 

SLIM FIT:  Our slimmest fitting jacket, closest to your street-style jacket fit.   
 
TAILORED FIT:  Not too tight, not too loose… just right.  Slightly slimmer than 
traditional snowboard jackets, Airblaster Tailored Fit jackets have generous length in 
the arms and body, to keep you covered and looking good.     
 
TAILORED LONG:  Same fit as above, with additional length in the body. 

CLASSIC FIT:  Traditional snowboard jacket cut with adequate width in the arms and 
body, for ease of movement and easy layering.  Not overly baggy unless you size up.

INSULATION is measured in grams.  Higher number = More insulation. 
 
INSULATED jackets provide more core heat retention than shells, and are 
comparatively warmer.  Airblaster Jackets with 60 -150 grams insulation are considered 
medium insulation.  Jackets with more than 150 grams of insulation are considered 
heavy insulation. 
 
SHELL jackets provide maximum breathability.  They have no insulation sewn into 
the jacket, allowing the user to customize the insulation by adding or subtracting 
layers worn underneath the shell.  When combined with effective layering, shell 
jackets offer maximum versatility in a wide range of temperatures and conditions.  

WATERPROOFING of fabric, in thousands of millimeters. This is a relative measure 
that indicates the height of a column of water that can be suspended above the 
fabric before water seeps through.  Higher number = more waterproof fabric.  

BREATHABILITY of fabric, measured in thousands of g/m2/24hrs.  This number 
is a relative measure that indicates the amount of moisture that will pass through 
one square meter of fabric in 24 hours.  Higher number = more breathable. 

FULLY TAPED indicates that all of the garment’s seams have 
been taped to prevent moisture from entering at the seams.  Fully 
Taped garments are the most waterproof option.

CRITICALLY TAPED indicates that only the most critical seams of the 
garment have been seam taped.  By sealing only critical seams, the end 
garment is less expensive but still very waterproof for normal use in snow.  

SLIM FIT:  Our slimmest pant fit, closest to your street-style pant fit.   
Developed with Nick Dirks for the original Sissy Pant. 
 
TAILORED FIT:  Not too tight, not too loose… just right. They taper in slightly at the 
knee, but still allow unrestricted freedom of movement. Our Tailored Fit was developed 
for the original Hip Bag Pant. 
 
CLASSIC FIT: Traditional snowboard pant fit with a straight leg, for maximum 
freedom of movement.  Not overly baggy, unless you size up. 

*All Airblaster Women’s Outerwear styles use the same fit descriptions as 
Men’s styles, however all Women’s styles incorporate a Women’s-specific 
fit. Airblaster Women’s fits are designed and developed by our female 
designer and the Women of the Airblaster Team. 
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